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While attending BLC/BLL wagon in open line 
technicians face problem due to is low height specially 
working on under gear, in addition to this double pam 
end add more work when brake power is to be 
adjusted.   

 

To tackle above problem Tool van LNL develop a simple 
device med up of turn buckle joint connecting 03 hook, which 
help technician in brake power adjustment, this device allow 
technician to adjust pam hole alignment form outside (no need to 
work under the head stock) 

This device is 2800 mm long and at middle turn buckle is 
connected.one and of turn buckle is connected to Two Hook, and 
other end is connected to single hook in such way that while 
working the turn buckle joint will at middle of gap between two 
adjacent wagon, so technician can work in gap of two wagons  

 

Method of Use 

1)Technician will identify the wagon, who’s 
brake power is to be adjusted. And will decide side at 
which pam end hole is to be adjusted, and loose SAB of 
same. 

2)then technician will place this device 
between two wagon in such way that the bauble hook 
end will toward the wagon which brake power is to be 
adjusted and single hook is towardsadjacent wagon. 

3)technician will now entangle two hook of double hook end of device at the end of Y 
floating lever of wagon who’s brake power is to be adjusted. 

4) single hook end will be entangling with middle of axle of adjacent wagon  
4) technicianwill remove pin form pam end  
5) then the technician will rotatecoupler nut of turn buckle and observe the alignment of 

required hole Once alignmentachievetechnician will insert pin in pam end and perform necessary 
work of bulb cotter. 

6)Loose the turn buckles joint and remove the device  
 
Advantage: - 

1) Required less man power  
2) Required less effort hence help to maintained efficiency of technician. 
3) Reduce time required. 
4) More feasible than working below the head stock. 



CBC Height Adjustment Jack 
 

Tool van Lonavaladevelop special
casting wear plate On load, in previous days depots uses modified screw coupling as a jack which 
is short in height and unstable, due
its loose screw, jack was very unstable to 
purpose jack for CBC height adjustment for Open line.

technician / welder can attend 
casting wear plate On load.  

Advantage: - 

1)Light in weight so single person can 

2) detachable handle hence 
uncoupling B.P. house. 

3) high close heighthence

4) special “U” shape cup to hold CBC firmly.

5) Stable design hence no need of additional support 

6)saving in man power and Man

7) high lift about 18 inch 

CBC Height Adjustment Jack 
develop specialpurpose jack to attend shank wear plat

casting wear plate On load, in previous days depots uses modified screw coupling as a jack which 
due to this while working with jack needs packing under jack. Due 

was very unstable to overcome above problem tool van lnl develop Special 
CBC height adjustment for Open line. 

Jack is developed form Raw material of defective hand 
brake mechanism and scraped water pipes
selected in point of view“there should no need of 
jack” and long lift sufficient for attending the 
and striker casting wear plate  

Direction of use :- 

Technician / welder can carry this jack with tool bag on its 
shoulder to move up to the wagon on which shank
and striker casting wear plate to be attend. Special “U” shape Cup 
allow user to attach Below the guard arm of CBC or Just b
knuckle pin. While selecting base location user should ensure the 
vertical position of jack to avoid slipping under load. Use handle 
nod to attaché handle to rotate jack barrel. Observe lifting of CBC 
and Gap between strikercasting & CBC Shank, 
required gap obtained. Now 

technician / welder can attend shank wear plate and striker 

1)Light in weight so single person can easily carry. 

handle hence easilyoperateswithout 

heighthence no need of additional packing  

cup to hold CBC firmly. 

hence no need of additional support  

6)saving in man power and Man-hours  

7) high lift about 18 inch  

CBC Height Adjustment Jack  
wear plate and striker 

casting wear plate On load, in previous days depots uses modified screw coupling as a jack which 
while working with jack needs packing under jack. Due 

above problem tool van lnl develop Special 

material of defective hand 
brake mechanism and scraped water pipes.height of jack is 

should no need of packing under 
long lift sufficient for attending the shank wear plate 

echnician / welder can carry this jack with tool bag on its 
which shank wear plate 

casting wear plate to be attend. Special “U” shape Cup 
allow user to attach Below the guard arm of CBC or Just below 
knuckle pin. While selecting base location user should ensure the 

to avoid slipping under load. Use handle 
. Observe lifting of CBC 

and Gap between strikercasting & CBC Shank, rotate until 


